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e New2000 is here!
added to the distinguished Alfa Romeofamily is the exciting and beautiful new 2 Liter

~!::!-serstyled by Carrozzeria Touring. Youwill be amazed at the lightning acceleration
==ent power of this new great Alia Romeo model, See and drive it
-~-:!rmthat "Italians Build Such Exciting Cars:'

LIETTA SPIDER 1300 CC, 91 hp, 96 mph $3597

~:::~ :~~:: '~=::='~::::~:O;:~~18mph $3967 (;~iiJ
LlETTA VELOCE COUPE 1300cc.103hp.118mph $4222 ,j;J

_"",,0 SPIDER 1975cc.131hp.126mph$5398 . J /:,

I~~:~_~:o.-- =E PRICES

MAN

~-- --- \

Illustrated: Giulietta Spider

New York: 443 Park Ave., PLaza 9·5120 • Beverly Hills, C2"L £::1-1\-' . '":'. R 4·8231 • Calf or write for nearest dealer



ROAD TEST

ALFA ROMEO 2000 SPIDER'
HansjoeTg Bendel tests a dual personality from Milamo

U, N,1fIL the"advent of the Ciulietta models, ,most Alfas w;re
, notable more for performance than for smooth IjUlillmg

~ in the, lower, speed range. In this respect, the 2000 Spider
marks a new high point: it is obvious that its designers
wanted to provide maximum driving enjoyment in a como,
Iortable, well sprung ear, and that flexibility was of greater

.importance than maximum power. This aim undoubtedly
has been achieved.

As its name implies, the Spider is based on the 2000
sedan ,(Road & Track; July 1958). The engine has 4 cylin-
ders with twin overhead camshafts; for the Spider, the
single. dual-throat carburetor has been replaced by two
horizontal dual-throat Solexes of the type fitted to the
Mercea~s190-SL, i.e., with the throttle valve of the second

, throat actuated by the vacuum created in No. 1throat. This
has increased the output to llS brake horsepower at 5500
revolutions per minute and also insures perfect idling and
townperformance. Thewheelbase has heel}.shortened from
107 tq 98.8 inches; front suspension is by helical springs

Solexes' float chambe?'sventintothe intake airbo»,

and wishbones, the rigid rear axle being located by two
long trailing links and a.eentral trailing triangle with helical
springs, as on the Giuliettas. The open body is stressed and
there is no separate chassis; Carrozzeria Touring of Milan,
famous builder of the Superleggera bodies,' is responsible
for the coachwork.

Two comfortable bucket seats firmly hold driver and pas-
senger even during fast cornering. Theoretically, the tilting
back rests give access to two seats in the back, but these are
very occasional; only small children can be carried over
more, than shopping distances. Very complete instruments,
housed in a nacelle, face the driver; all dials are easily
visible with the exception of the fuel gauge, hidden behind
one of the wheel spokes. This gauge has a warning light,
and others (besides the usual direction signal and high-beam
lights) show whether the other lights, heater fan and choke
are . in operation. The. foot-operated windshield washer
automatically. starts the electric wipers" which have, two
speeds. Separate levers control' ventilation, and defrosters.

Highcqui'Llitytools are at wft; spO-redropsdownbelow.



}:jayout of pedals, .controls, and the. alwninuIIlsteering
lis excellent; the right hand .automatically falls onto

legear lever. The handhrake is actuated by a shortish
\JHlll·uplever of .nowoutmoded fashion; this probably ex-

l11$i,yhyitcan actually stop thecarIf need be.
Visibility over .the sloping hood and across ..the slightly

l~uryed windshield. is excellent; the' corner posts are very
'nal1.cl the side windows, of course, have no frames."

efirst big surprise comes when the engine .•is switched
e,~en when starting from stone cold, it runs smoothly

;fafter just a few seconds and can drive the car away without
WIfltest.The exhaustnote is deep and pleasing but definitely

c?p·attracting,. even under full power. The clutch is light
positive, and it is impossible to make it judder or grab;

~~er}lUmerOus full-power starts, it still gave no signo£
j",ceaRnessor smell, The Porsche-typening synchromesh will
/1~t:'sp?lH:IllOmatter how .fast you move theshort,stilllever-
l~g.this includes allS gears, At first, we were not too con-

, ed of thepractical worth' of the 5th .(overdrive) speed.
rg:etting·accustOIDed to car and engine, we found our-
,,<using it oftener. Due to the flexibilityof the engine,
really useful at speeds from 40 miles per hour upwards,
flit will provide effortless cruising and noticeably
ro,cegas mileage.

'ording to the mood of the driver , the ..power. and
~messto rev can be used, or it is possible to accelerate

.' .:Iowly-in 5th gear from 1500 rpmonwards. Maximum
1 ercomes in at .5500 rpm; above this, power begins to

ttoticeablyand 6000rpm, representing apiston speed
520 feet per minute, appears to' be very near the upper

The 2000 engine has not yet been pushed to its poten-
~.lJJaximum; it appears quite -possihle that a more highly

d version may be produced, but most people will find
the present acceleration and maximum speed of over
mph are quite satisfactory.

>/..,~7-t'idflltally,we could not help wondering a bit over the,
,.·.••~~~a<.'yo£ the factory specifications: measured top speed
'1iI'-.cc:within a mile of the claimed speed, weight was a' few

sover, dimensions dead accurate (it's surprising how
they'renot), and the fuel consumption also lined up.
!tOO miles we averaged' 16.9' miles per gallon, and

nsumptionduring somewhat more normal-use was
L' Those fortunate enough to pick up their Al£as in
willdo best to avoidbenzole-blendedfuel:. the 2000F' likes aviation .gas· similar to that available in

T.'. .'theUS., any premium brand will donice1y.
h. 4GiJu2:hthe frontal area is of course increased with the

t~"impfoveTIlent in aerodynamicsis~vident.Figures
Jatapanekwere obtained.with the top up, asusuaI,
..eeleratioii was noticeably. better even before

'tied by the instruments. (continued)
JULY, 1959



Front ~egroom is superb,
and the seats provide
good lateral stability.

The top disappears behind.
the Guxiliary'rear seat.

Th~ road holding with .Pirelli Cinturato tires and the
accurate, highly responsive steering are even better than
expected. The car corners without any roll and can be taken
around-any bend very fast indeed, without having to indulge
in fireworks. Steering is neutral, and in spite of its length,
the car is noticeably more willing to go around corners than
earlier Giulietta models. On dry· and wet surfaces, break-
awayis always under-perfect control; the engine responds so
welito the throttle that rear-end steering is easily accom-
plished, Springing is surprisingly soft: even on very rough
or undulating roads, irregularities remain almost unnoticed.
It is;obvious that the road-holding qualities very much
depend on adjustment of the dampers, and they do their
job faultlessly. Ground clearance is adequate even. for
rutted mountain roads .
... Brkkes follow established AHa practice. Aluminum drums
have.helical fan blades on all four wheels. The feel of the
brake pedal is fairly hard by modern standards, but the
brakes pull the car down from any speed with a reassuring
feelof absolute control. Continuous hard applications during
acce~kratiQn testing failed to produce any sign of over-
heating.

il,dnning at-speeds around lOOmph for extended. periods,
wind buffeting and noise get more prominent. On the whole,
even; with both side. windows lowered, protection is above
average, due probably to the slight wrap-around of the
windshield. The body structure itself appears exceptionally
stiff;.;wllich justifies-the comparatively high curb weight of

28

The paired lights below·the
headlights. contain the direc-
tional signals above and
standard fog lights' below.

.2770 pounds; heavy braking or full-throttle acceleration on
bad road surfaces never produced any trace of body shake
or vibration. .

The unpadded top offers practically perfect protection
without flapping noises. In rain of cloudburst intensity we
detected leaks in one corner of the windshield and around
the plastic rear window. Visibility forward and towards both
sides is good and rear visibility satisfactory, though there
are two quite important blind areas between rear and side
windows. Opening and stowing the top is very easy, but
closing it and inserting the rear top rail underneath ~he
threehody-mounted locking points is difficult even WIth
experience. This, as well as the robustness of some of the
top fasteners, should be improved.

The sprung bumpers should prove adequate even for
American use: The tank holds just under 16. U.S;gallons.
Accessibility of all engine compartment items is excellent;
for repairs at night, there is the well known light in the
center of the padded hood. The rubber-matted trunk is
roomy. Inside, door pockets are a useful adjunct to the
locking glove compartment. When no one is riding on the
nonpadded rear hench, it can be used for luggage.

The main attraction of this latest AHa. is its double per-
sonality: ·it can he treated like any ordinary sedan, ambling
gently along without special attention, but it is always ready
with theexhilarating performance apparently exclusive to
designs with long years of competition experience behind
them. ctl
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